MSS-JWI
Parts Counting Bench Scale

Purpose-built, easy to use industrial counting scale
Multiple weighing and counting functions
Three screens for easier reading of results
Choice of base sizes and capacities
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Marsden MSS-JWI: A parts counting scale
purpose built for accurate inventory control
The Marsden MSS-JWI is a tough parts counting scale that makes
laborious counting processes quick, easy and accurate.
There is no longer any need for operatives to count by hand. The
MSS-JWI does it all - whether you’re weighing small bolts for stock
takes or large boxes for despatch.

Fast and convenient counting
Three bright, clear LCD screens on the Jadever JWI
indicator mean this scale will speed up counting
processes instantly. The screens show unit weight, total
weight and total count as you add items to the scale.
A hi/lo alarm allows you to easily count to a set target
number easily, with the alarm sounding when you hit the
target count.

A range of capacities and base sizes
So you can get a counting scale that meets your exact
needs, a range of base sizes is available.
You can also choose from capacity options ranging from
3kg to 60kg. Remember, the lower the capacity the more
precise the graduations, and therefore the more likely the
scale is to notice minute differences between items being
counted.
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Take the scale anywhere
An optional internal rechargeable battery means you
can use the MSS-JWI anywhere regardless of where the
nearest socket is. An adaptor is supplied for charging
the scale, and there is an auto power-off function to
save battery power.
The JWI indicator, and the tough mild steel base, are
both light enough to be carried by hand around your
warehouse or factory.

Key features
3-in-1 display
Easy to use functions
Zero
Tare/Preset Tare
Bright LCD display with LED backlight
Optional rechargeable battery
Adaptor supplied
ABS housing (indicator)
Mild steel construction (base)
Hi/lo alarm
Auto power-off
Adjustable levelling feet

Built to last in a tough environment
The JWI indicator features ABS casing, and the base is a
strengthened mild steel frame with platter fitted on top,
which can be removed for cleaning. For peace of mind
we recommend taking out an annual Marsden service
contract to keep your MSS-JWI as accurate as possible.

Specification
Capacities/graduations: 3kg-60kg; 0.2g-20g
Base size: 300mm x 300mm, 400mm x 400mm,
600mm x 600mm
Power: Mains
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Marsden MSS-JWI: Key features at-a-glance
ABS casing for durability

Numeric keypad for
easier entering of
counts when sampling

Three bright, clear
LCD screens for
easier reading of
counts
Hi/lo alarm

Multiple functions for
faster, easier counting

Stainless steel column

Mild steel base
with removable
platter
Choice of base sizes

Adjustable
levelling feet
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